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Under the Egg
"The expressive narrator charms the listener by
impersonating the charactersShort segments of music
and brief sound effects add interest." - Booklist

The Good Egg Presents: The Great
Eggscape!
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Now a major
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motion picture directed by Steven Spielberg.
“Enchanting . . . Willy Wonka meets The
Matrix.”—USA Today • “As one adventure leads
expertly to the next, time simply
evaporates.”—Entertainment Weekly A world at
stake. A quest for the ultimate prize. Are you ready?
In the year 2045, reality is an ugly place. The only
time Wade Watts really feels alive is when he’s jacked
into the OASIS, a vast virtual world where most of
humanity spends their days. When the eccentric
creator of the OASIS dies, he leaves behind a series of
fiendish puzzles, based on his obsession with the pop
culture of decades past. Whoever is first to solve
them will inherit his vast fortune—and control of the
OASIS itself. Then Wade cracks the first clue.
Suddenly he’s beset by rivals who’ll kill to take this
prize. The race is on—and the only way to survive is
to win. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE
YEAR BY Entertainment Weekly • San Francisco
Chronicle • Village Voice • Chicago Sun-Times • iO9 •
The AV Club “Delightful . . . the grown-up’s Harry
Potter.”—HuffPost “An addictive read . . . part
intergalactic scavenger hunt, part romance, and all
heart.”—CNN “A most excellent ride . . . Cline stuffs
his novel with a cornucopia of pop culture, as if to
wink to the reader.”—Boston Globe “Ridiculously fun
and large-hearted . . . Cline is that rare writer who can
translate his own dorky enthusiasms into prose that’s
both hilarious and compassionate.”—NPR “[A]
fantastic page-turner . . . starts out like a simple bit of
fun and winds up feeling like a rich and plausible
picture of future friendships in a world not too distant
from our own.”—iO9
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Peep and Egg: I'm Not Hatching
From Academy Award–nominated actress
Quvenzhané Wallis comes the first story in a brandnew series about best friends Shai and Emmie, two
third graders destined for superstardom. Shai
Williams was born to be a star (or a veterinarian—and
maybe a dentist). She attends a special elementary
school for the performing arts, and her grandma Rosa
and aunt Mac-N-Cheese are both actresses. So Shai is
shocked when she doesn’t get the lead role in the
third-grade musical. Instead, the part goes to the new
girl, Gabby Supreme, who thinks she is better than
everyone else. To add insult to injury, Ms. Gremillion
has now asked Shai to help Gabby with the role. Shai
reluctantly agrees and enlists Emmie to help, but
Gabby isn’t going to make it easy. As opening night
draws near, Shai discovers that making a new friend
is sometimes like putting on a show—it requires
dedication, patience, and lots and lots of practice.

Just When I Thought I'd Dropped My Last
Egg
What will the Easter Bunny bring for Llama Llama?
Jelly beans, colorful eggs, and a fluffy surprise!
Bursting with pastel colors and featuring a rhyming
text, Llama Llama Easter Egg is the perfect
introduction to Easter fun for little ones.

Egg Drop
"A touching children's story of how a happy couple of
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rabbits have their own baby by means of egg
donation"--Page 4 of cover.

Warning! This Book May Contain
Rabbits!
In this first book in a funny new character-driven
series for toddlers, a reluctant chick named Egg
overcomes her fears.Peep is so excited for Egg to
hatch! They are going to have the best time together
jumping in the hayloft, riding on the sheep's backs,
splashing in puddles, and playing hide-and-seek. If
only Egg would just hatch already! But Egg thinks the
outside world is too dangerous. Thanks to some
nudging from Peep, Egg eventually comes out of her
shell and discovers that maybe the world isn't so
scary with a friend at her side.

The Easter Egg Farm
Object Lessons is a series of short, beautifully
designed books about the hidden lives of ordinary
things. This book is about a strange object-strange in
part because it is something that we all have been,
and that many of us eat. Nicole Walker's Egg relishes
in sharp juxtapositions of seemingly fanciful or
repellent topics, so that reproductive science and
gustatory habits are considered alongside one
another, and personal narrative and broad swaths of
natural history jostle, like yolk and albumen. Mapping
curious eggs across times, scales, and spaces, Egg
draws together surprising perspectives on this
common object-egg as food, as art object, as
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metaphor and feminist symbol, as cultural icon.
Object Lessons is published in partnership with an
essay series in The Atlantic.

An Egg on Three Sticks
A practical and evidence-backed approach for
improving egg quality and fertility— fully revised and
updated in 2019. The latest scientific research reveals
that egg quality has a powerful impact on how long it
takes to get pregnant and the risk of miscarriage.
Poor egg quality is in fact the single most important
cause of age-related infertility, recurrent miscarriage,
and failed IVF cycles. Based on a vast array of
scientific research, It Starts with the Egg provides a
comprehensive program for improving egg quality in
three months, with specific advice tailored to a
variety of fertility challenges— including
endometriosis, unexplained infertility, diminished
ovarian reserve, PCOS, and recurrent miscarriage.
With concrete strategies such as minimizing exposure
to common toxins, choosing the right vitamins and
supplements to safeguard developing eggs, and
harnessing nutritional advice shown to boost IVF
success rates, this book offers practical solutions that
will help you get pregnant faster and deliver a healthy
baby.

Hatch, Little Egg
Filled with humor and wonder this imaginative picture
book is for nature lovers big and small.
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Mama Bird Lost an Egg
Wilcox and Griswold investigate the case of a missing
egg named Penny.

We're Going on an Elf Chase
Katy's Easter morning discovery renews the tradition
of the Easter egg tree.

Hank Finds an Egg
In this tour de force, master storyteller Gregory
Maguire offers a dazzling novel for fantasy lovers of
all ages. Elena Rudina lives in the impoverished
Russian countryside. Her father has been dead for
years. One of her brothers has been conscripted into
the Tsar’s army, the other taken as a servant in the
house of the local landowner. Her mother is dying,
slowly, in their tiny cabin. And there is no food. But
then a train arrives in the village, a train carrying
untold wealth, a cornucopia of food, and a noble
family destined to visit the Tsar in Saint Petersburg —
a family that includes Ekaterina, a girl of Elena’s age.
When the two girls’ lives collide, an adventure is set
in motion, an escapade that includes mistaken
identity, a monk locked in a tower, a prince traveling
incognito, and — in a starring role only Gregory
Maguire could have conjured — Baba Yaga, witch of
Russian folklore, in her ambulatory house perched on
chicken legs.

Rechenka's Eggs
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From the Mixed-Up Files of Mrs. Basil E. Frankweiler
meets Chasing Vermeer in this clever middle grade
debut When Theodora Tenpenny spills a bottle of
rubbing alcohol on her late grandfather’s painting,
she discovers what seems to be an old Renaissance
masterpiece underneath. That’s great news for Theo,
who’s struggling to hang onto her family’s twohundred-year-old townhouse and support her
unstable mother on her grandfather’s legacy of $463.
There’s just one problem: Theo’s grandfather was a
security guard at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, and
she worries the painting may be stolen. With the help
of some unusual new friends, Theo's search for
answers takes her all around Manhattan, and
introduces her to a side of the city—and her
grandfather—that she never knew. To solve the
mystery, she'll have to abandon her hard-won selfreliance and build a community, one serendipitous
friendship at a time.

First the Egg
A picture book about transformations.

Shai & Emmie Star in Break an Egg!
An injured goose rescued by Babushka, having broken
the painted eggs intended for the Easter Festival in
Moscva, lays thirteen marvelously colored eggs to
replace them, then leaves behind one final miracle in
egg form before returning to her own kind.

Egg & Spoon
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Mama Bird is sad today. A little egg she was keeping
warm has broken. With tenderness and compassion,
her son, Gabriel, helps comfort her. A thoughtful
picture book that explores the theme of miscarriage,
using a subtle metaphor. It provides families who are
living a similar experience a resource to talk about
grief and loss with young children.

How to Dress an Egg
Ned Baldwin, the former chef of Prune, now chefowner of New York City's Houseman restaurant, and
the noted food writer Peter Kaminsky share simple,
maverick dishes and techniques that you can
transform into a wealth of new recipes

And Tango Makes Three
When Betty MacDonald married a marine and moved
to a small chicken farm on the Olympic Peninsula in
Washington State, she was largely unprepared for the
rigors of life in the wild. With no running water, no
electricity, a house in need of constant repair, and
days that ran from four in the morning to nine at
night, the MacDonalds had barely a moment to put
their feet up and relax. And then came the children.
Yet through every trial and pitfall—through chaos and
catastrophe—this indomitable family somehow,
mercifully, never lost its sense of humor. A beloved
literary treasure for more than half a century, Betty
MacDonald's The Egg and I is a heartwarming and
uproarious account of adventure and survival on an
American frontier.
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Llama Llama Easter Egg
This delightful read-aloud starring four adorable
bunnies is perfect for Easter and springtime--and
features lift-the-flaps! See the little bunnies sleeping
till it's noon Shall we go and wake them with a merry
tune? Wake up, animals! Join four adorable bunnies as
they rouse their sleepy animal friends. Because there
are times to be quiet--and times to be loud! Beneath
lift-the-flaps on almost every page, readers will hop
with bunnies, cheep with chicks, baa with lambs, and
meow with kittens. This interactive book, with a
perfect read-aloud text inspired by a nursery rhyme,
features sixteen lift-the-flaps and a fun story about
quiet time and loud time. And with adorable art
featuring lots of springtime animals, this is the perfect
Easter gift!

Wolf Won't Bite!
Award-winning artist Sylvia Long has teamed with upand-coming author Dianna Aston to create this
gorgeous and informative introduction to eggs. From
tiny hummingbird eggs to giant ostrich eggs, oval
ladybug eggs to tubular dogfish eggs, gooey frog
eggs to fossilized dinosaur eggs, it magnificently
captures the incredible variety of eggs and celebrates
their beauty and wonder. The evocative text is sure to
inspire lively questions and observations. Yet while
poetic in voice and elegant in design, the book
introduces children to more than 60 types of eggs and
an interesting array of egg facts. Even the endpapers
brim with information. A tender and fascinating guide
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that is equally at home being read to a child on a
parent's lap as in a classroom reading circle. Plus, this
is the fixed format version, which looks almost
identical to the print edition.

One Little Egg
A #1 New York Times bestseller! An Amazon Best
Books of the Year 2019 selection! From the
bestselling creators of The Bad Seed, a timely story
about not having to be Grade A perfect! Meet the
good egg. He’s a verrrrrry good egg indeed. But
trying to be so good is hard when everyone else is
plain ol’ rotten. As the other eggs in the dozen behave
badly, the good egg starts to crack from all the
pressure of feeling like he has to be perfect. So, he
decides enough is enough! It’s time for him to make a
change… Dynamic duo Jory John and Pete Oswald
hatch a funny and charming story that reminds us of
the importance of balance, self-care, and accepting
those we love (even if they are sometimes a bit
rotten). Perfect for reading aloud and shared story
time!

The Easter Egg
A rollicking true-crime adventure about a rogue who
trades in rare birds and their eggs—and the wildlife
detective determined to stop him. On May 3, 2010, an
Irish national named Jeffrey Lendrum was
apprehended at Britain’s Birmingham International
Airport with a suspicious parcel strapped to his
stomach. Inside were fourteen rare peregrine falcon
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eggs snatched from a remote cliffside in Wales. So
begins a tale almost too bizarre to believe, following
the parallel lives of a globe-trotting smuggler who
spent two decades capturing endangered raptors
worth millions of dollars as race champions—and
Detective Andy McWilliam of the United Kingdom’s
National Wildlife Crime Unit, who’s hell bent on
protecting the world’s birds of prey. The Falcon Thief
whisks readers from the volcanoes of Patagonia to
Zimbabwe’s Matobo National Park, and from the frigid
tundra near the Arctic Circle to luxurious aviaries in
the deserts of Dubai, all in pursuit of a man who is
reckless, arrogant, and gripped by a destructive
compulsion to make the most beautiful creatures in
nature his own. It’s a story that’s part true-crime
narrative, part epic adventure—and wholly
unputdownable until the very last page.

Ready Player One
Easter is coming! Come and join the fun as four little
Easter bunnies as they set off on an exciting lift-theflap Easter egg hunt. With ten eggs to find and count,
you'll have to run, run, run to find them all! There are
lots of springtime delights to pass along the way from
fluffy lambs and chicks to ducks and buzzy bees. Can
you help the bunnies get home in time for an Easter
feast? There's a wolfish SURPRISE waiting for them at
the end, so watch out! Based on the traditional 'We're
Going on a Lion Hunt' rhyme, the delightful
illustrations and read-aloud story will make this board
book a huge springtime hit with all fans of search-andfind and lift-the-flap books. From bestselling Laura
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Hughes, illustrator of the much-loved Hop Little
Bunnies and We're Going on an Elf Chase. This eBook
edition is extra fun - just tap on the screen or click
through to hunt for eggs!

A Tiny Itsy Bitsy Gift of Life
Now for something completely different from Mini
Grey! A mother hen tells her chicks about the egg
that wanted to fly. “The egg was young. It didn’t know
much. We tried to tell it, but of course it didn’t listen.”
The egg loves looking up at the birds (yes, it has
eyes). It climbs 303 steps (yes, it has legs) to the top
of a very tall tower—and jumps. It feels an enormous
egg rush. “Whee!” it cries. “I am flying!” But it is not
flying, it is falling. Hold your tears, dear reader—there
is a sunny ending for this modern-day Humpty
Dumpty. Impossible to categorize, Egg Drop is Mini
Grey at her zaniest.

It Starts with the Egg
A New York Times Bestseller! Based on the #1 New
York Times bestselling picture book sensation The
Good Egg, Jory John and Pete Oswald present: The
Great Eggscape! The Great Eggscape is when the
Good Egg and his pals escape their carton and drop
into the store for a morning of fun, enjoyed by
everybody. Well, almost everybody. Shel (an egg)
isn’t a huge fan of group activities, especially when
he’s made to be “It” for a game of hide-and-seek.
Nevertheless, Shel doesn’t want to let his friends
down, so he reluctantly plays, anyway. But after a
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morning of hiding and seeking, somebody’s still
missing. Will the dozen eggs friends ever be reunited?
Find out in this hilarious egg hunt adventure that
reminds us to break out of our shells and help our
friends in need!

We're Going on an Egg Hunt
Hank finds an egg on the ground while walking in the
woods, discovers the nest from which it fell, and tries
his best to return it.

Last One in Is a Rotten Egg!
As everyone rushes to see the little bird hatch from
his egg, they are greeted by a surprise when a pig is
inside the egg instead.

We're Going on a Treasure Hunt
Hoppi the bunny wants to win the egg-decorating
contest so the Easter Bunny will choose him to help
distribute Easter eggs, but instead, while everyone
else is working on their decorations, he finds himself
guarding an egg that has fallen from a robin's nest.

When Blue Met Egg
Finally Abby is thirteen. A real teenager who only
wants to pierce her ears, have a boyfriend, and run
her own life. But when her mother suffers a nervous
breakdown, Abby faces a life far different from what
she hoped for. Set in the Bay Area in the '70s, An Egg
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on Three Sticks is Jackie Moyer Fischer's emotional,
funny, and extraordinarily heartfelt novel about
Abby's struggle to hold her family together, find love
from a mother who has little to give, and simply try to
be thirteen. With a voice completely fresh and honest,
Abby takes us on a journey that is often hilarious,
sometimes heartbreaking, and overwhelmingly
hopeful. But a journey no thirteen-year-old should
have to take.

We're Going on an Egg Hunt
The heartwarming true story of two penguins who
create a nontraditional family. At the penguin house
at the Central Park Zoo, two penguins named Roy and
Silo were a little bit different from the others. But
their desire for a family was the same. And with the
help of a kindly zookeeper, Roy and Silo got the
chance to welcome a baby penguin of their very own.

Mummy Laid an Egg!
Uh-oh! Mole and the Lumpy Bumpy thing have found
a top hat with the label “Warning: Do Not Touch!” Out
of the hat hops a bunny. And another. And another!
Holy moly! Surely bunnies aren’t dangerous. Are
they? Warning! is the funny and entertaining sequel
to the hugely popular Dangerous! (nominated for the
Kate Greenaway Award and shortlisted for Evening
Standard’s Oscar’s First Book Prize). Jam-packed with
labels to help improve your kid’s vocabulary, it’s the
perfect picture book for a young child just starting to
read independently.
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The Egg Tree
The television host offers a candid collection of
opinions, observations, and anecdotes covering a
broad range of personal topics, from talking to her
kids about sex to run-ins with celebrities.

The Good Egg
Join all the animal friends on their very adventurous
egg hunt! Will they find lots of chocolate to share? But
look out - these curious hunters might also find a
surprise along the way! Sing along with Star Wars
actor and children's entertainer Jay Laga'aia's bonus
CD recording!

The Falcon Thief
Yo! Ho! Ho! Join the fun as four bunnies set off on a
thrilling pirate adventure to find the hidden treasure
chest. With ten gold coins to find hidden under the
flaps, it's an action-packed treasure hunt! You'll need
to watch out for the obstacles along the way – leaping
dolphins, colourful parrots, scary sharks and naughty
monkeys – and help the bunnies get home in time for
a delicious SURPRISE! Stuffed with piratical fun, this is
the perfect gift for everyone who loves adventure.
From the bestselling Laura Hughes, illustrator of
We're Going on an Egg Hunt and We're Going on an
Elf Chase, this gorgeously illustrated lift-the-flap romp
is packed full of treasure and tropical creatures –
perfect for little pirates everywhere! We're going on a
treasure hunt. Yo! Ho! Ho! Help us find the golden
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coins Arrrrr! Off we go! A special edition where the
words and pictures take you on a journey far beyond
the page. This audio-enabled eBook comes with a
gorgeous reading by Sam Newton, along with music
and sound effects.

Egg
MINI TREASURES: delightful mini picture books to
treasure forever. MUMMY LAID AN EGG Mum and Dad
decide it's time to tell the kids about the facts of life.
But do they dare? And do the really know everything
about the birds and the bees?

An Egg Is Quiet
When Gilbert and Lola's cousin Wally comes to visit
for Easter, he learns a lesson about being greedy
during the annual Easter egg hunt.

The Egg and I
A giggles-guaranteed picture book from the acclaimed
Emily Gravett, starring three little pigs and a wolf who
(maybe) won’t bite. I can stand him on a stool! I can
dress him in a bow I can ride him like a horse but
WOLF WON’T BITE! Come along on a wild circus
adventure about three little pigs who have captured a
wild wolf. They can make him do all sorts of tricks, but
don’t worry—he would NEVER bite. From awardwinning and beloved creator Emily Gravett, Wolf
Won’t Bite! contains charming text that begs to be
read aloud, and quirky humor fills every page of this
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playful take on “The Three Little Pigs.”

Hop Little Bunnies
One Little Egg by Kimberly F. DeMeo is a children's
book which was written to teach kids about egg
donation in a colorful, lively, kid friendly way. The
theme of this book is important because today more
and more people are getting married and waiting to
have children at an older age. For a staggering
number of women, it is not easy to conceive a child
on their own, so they have to use methods such as in
vitro fertilization (IVF). Unfortunately, a large number
of these IVF cases are unsuccessful. That is where the
miracle of egg donation comes into play. For families
who want to have a child and cannot on their own,
egg donation is their last resort. But what about the
children of egg donation? How does learning about
how they were conceived affect them? Unfortunately,
there is still an unnecessary negative stigma when it
comes to using an egg donor in order to get pregnant.
This should not be! Explaining to children of egg
donation how they were conceived at an early age is
vital in raising a well-adjusted, happy and successful
child! Children will love reading this book. This story is
unique in that it is told from the viewpoint of the egg
and is relatable to children. Exsie the donor egg is the
main character in One Little Egg. It is her job to
explain egg donation to the younger eggs, or
"recruits" as they are called in the book. She explains
the crucial role they have in helping a family's dream
of having a baby come true. Children will relate to an
adorable little egg named Sara who struggles with her
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existence. She is at the "Egg Donor Academy" being
taught what her role is in helping couple who is
yearning to have a baby. This story is filled with
action, emotion and of course, education about egg
donation. The author was compelled to write this
children's book for two very important reasons, and
their names are Miranda and Sydney! After five long
years of unsuccessful procedures, she and her
husband decided to have a baby through egg
donation. Fortunately,

The Case of the Poached Egg
One cold winter day, Blue returns to her nest to find
something wonderful: Egg! Or rather a snowball she
mistakes for an egg. Blue puts Egg in a pail and sets
off to look for Egg's mother. But as the winter winds
down and the temperature goes up, Blue is in for a
sad surprise. Not to worry, though. In this sweet story
of friendship, even snowmelt grows into something
beautiful. With her intricate cut-paper illustrations,
Lindsay Ward perfectly captures her lovable
characters and their world in this unforgettable,
heartwarming tale.

The Boy and the Egg
Christmas is coming! Come and join the fun as four
little bunnies set off on an exciting lift-the-flap
adventure. With ten little elves hidden under the flaps
of this gorgeously festive board book, you'll have to
run, run, run if you're going to catch them all! There
are lots of Christmassy obstacles along the way, from
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clippy-cloppy reindeer and roaring polar bears to
flippy-flappy penguins. Can you help the bunnies get
home in time for bed? There will be a BIG SURPRISE
waiting for them in the morning! Stuffed with festive
frolics, this is the perfect Christmas gift.From the
bestselling Laura Hughes, illustrator of We're Going
on an Egg Hunt and Hop Little Bunnies, this jolly
board book is full of wintry magic and perfect for little
hands!
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